Archaeological Investigations Uncompahgre Plateau West
Central
hunter gatherer archaeology of the colorado high country - buckles’s ute prehistory project on the
uncompahgre plateau 3 vail pass camp 4 sisyphus shelter 4 harris site 5 sorrel deer 5 ... history of
investigations 40 fieldwork 40 excavations 41 features 41 lithic artifact analysis 43 ... archaeological
patterning of bifaces at tenderfoot 71 din َe’ (navajo) ceremonial paintings in western colorado - din
َe’ (navajo) ceremonial paintings in western colorado the uncompahgre plateau and gunnison valley contain
uncompahgre, fremont, proto-ute and historic ute style petroglyphs. there are older archaic, and possible
paleo-indian sites. the gunnision basin and the uncompahgre plateau are unusual places to find dine’ (navajo)
ceremo- rock art references - history of colorado - rock art references a. colorado sites and localities .
barnes, sharon . ... the uncompahgre plateau in west central colorado, pp. 1057–1138. phd dissertation
(anthropology), university ... 1956 archaeological investigations on the uncompahgre plateau in west central
colorado. landscape-level history of the canyons of the ancients ... - canyons of the ancients national
monument montezuma and dolores counties, colorado by jonathon c. horn principal investigator alpine
archaeological consultants, inc. po box 2075 montrose, co, 81402 (970)249-6761 prepared for ... they then
crossed the uncompahgre plateau into the uncompahgre valley and continued . 4 handout 1 – rock art
studies [9/2015] - history colorado - handout 1 – rock art studies [9/2015] page . ... 1943 archaeological
sites of the cuchara drainage, southern colorado. ... archaeological investigations on the uncompahgre plateau
in west central colorado. denver museum of natural history proceedings no. 2, denver, co. the bostwick park
project - bureau of reclamation - river storage project (crsp), the bostwick park project, as it came to be
known, was partially ... the discovery of folsom and clovis points on the uncompahgre plateau suggest land
usage and possibly settlement by early humans, folsom and clovis hunters, dates ... one such source was the
bureau of reclamation which began investigations in. 7 ... alan d. reed - archaeologycolorado archaeological data base grows, culture units should be freely created or ... these investigations have failed to
undermine schroeder's position, and instead have led some to agree that another cultural group was
represented (e.g., reed 1984). those in agree ... the uncompahgre plateau, perhaps central to the perceived
geographic the uncompahgre journal - colorado archaeological society - uncompahgre plateau? do the
archaeological investigations at chimney rock interest you? if your answer to any of these questions is yes,
then a visit to the chipeta chapter library should be on your agenda. the shelves are filled with a large variety
of information, both written and on cd’s, just waiting to be investigated.
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